
 

Command modifiers 
-1 Per 12" distance from commander to unit +1 All units in Attack Column, March Column or Limbered Artillery 

-1 Enemy unit within 12" of unit receiving order +1 March Column or Limbered Artillery moves on a road or track 

-1 Grande Bande ordered to move in in Flank zone. +1 All units are Reliable 

Blunder Table 

(1) Rapid Retreat (2) Retreat (3) Move to Left (4) Move to Right (5) Move Forward (6) Charge! 

Move two moves 
away from enemy 

One move away 
from enemy. 

One move to the left 
quadrant. May charge. 

One move to the right 
quadrant. May charge. 

One move to the front 
quadrant. May charge. 

Charge closest 
enemy d3 moves. 

 

Shooting To Hit Modifiers  Morale Save Modifiers 
+1 Artillery shooting at Column or Square  +1 Attack Column unless hit by Artillery 

+1 Close Range (6"), Closing Fire, or Skirmishers  +1 Target within woods or other light cover 

-1 Shooter is Shaken or Disordered  +2 Target is within buildings or non-disordered Square vs Cavalry 

-1 Artillery firing long range; Does not apply to 12lb guns  -2 Target is in March Column formation 

-1 Artillery firing overhead of troops  -1 Hit by Artillery fire at long range 

-1 Target is Skirmishers, deployed artillery or Not Clear Target  -2 Hit by Artillery fire at close or medium range (-1 for 3/4lb guns) 
 

Combat To Hit Modifiers  Combat Result Modifiers 

+1 Charging  +1 Rear Support and per extra unit in massed column 

+1 Won last round of combat  +1 Per flank support 

-1 Shaken or Disordered  +3 Square vs Cavalry 

-1 Skirmishers  +1/+2 Occupying building (Tiny/Small) 

-1 Engaged to flank or rear  +3/+3 Occupying building (Standard/Large) 
 

Break Test 
-1 Per excess casualty -1 Flanked -1 Disordered +2 Cavalry vs Square -1 Suffered casualties from artillery 

A. Shaken by closing fire or   Infantry  Cavalry  Artillery 

take artillery hit by closing fire Result  Shooting H-to-H  Shooting H-to-H  Shooting H-to-H 

B. Excess Hits 4 or -  Breaks Breaks  Breaks Breaks  Breaks Breaks 

C. Lost H-to-H 5  Retires Retires  Retires Retires  Breaks Breaks 

D. Shaken Drawn Combat 6  Holds Retires  Holds Retires  Breaks Breaks 

E. Supported Unit Breaks 7 or +  Holds Holds  Holds Retires  Holds Breaks 

Breaks The unit breaks and is deemed destroyed - remove the unit from the table. 

Holds The unit holds its ground and does not move. It may face the enemy if in hand-to-hand combat. 

Retires The unit retires one full move directly to its rear without changing formation, though will avoid enemy units. If unable to comply, the unit 
becomes disordered and may make two moves to its rear to clear friendly units. Units unable to clear friendly units break instead. 

 

Forming Square 

0-1 = Disordered The Infantry unit does not form square and becomes disorder if not already so. 

2 = Disordered Square The Infantry unit forms square, but becomes disorder if not already so 

3-5 = Form Square The Infantry unit forms square. 

6 = Form Square and Fire! The Infantry unit forms square and may issue closing fire as well. 

Sudden Charge: Units charged from the Flank/Rear zone, Initiative range or during a Sweeping Advance subtract -1 from the d6 roll and are disordered 
unless a 6 was rolled. Units in Attack Column are not automatically disordered. Units in Massed Column do not suffer the -1 or automatic disorder. 

 

  Skirmish Company Response to Charge Grande Bandes Response to Charge 

  Infantry Cavalry Infantry Cavalry 

1 
Flee! 

Suffers One hit; Retire 
Disordered 

Overrun, the unit breaks. 
Suffers one hit; retire 
disordered. 

Overrun, the unit breaks. 

2 Fallback No fire; Retire, Disordered Overrun, the unit breaks. No fire; Retire. Issues normal fire; then breaks 

3-5 
Fire & 
Evade 

Inflicts one hit; then retires 
Inflicts one hit; 
 then automatically breaks. 
* 

Issues normal fire; then 
retire. * 

Issues closing fire; 
 then fights as skirmishers. ** 

6 Rapid Fire 
& Evade 

Disorders and inflicts one hit; 
then retires. 

Disorders and inflicts one 
hit; fights as skirmishers. * 

Issues closing fire; then 
retire. * 

Issues normal fire and form 
disordered square. 

 *If friendly formed unit or woods within support distance (6”), instead of firing, the 
skirmish company can move to/behind such support. The charge is then works out 
versus the formed unit or fights as skirmisher in woods. 

If the Grande Bande is able to reform (Light Infantry) the unit may 
choose to change into * line formation or a ** disordered square; 
instead of firing. 

 


